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Abstract—Collision resolution is a crucial issue in wireless
sensor networks. The existing approaches of collision resolution
have drawbacks with respect to energy efﬁciency and processing
latency. In this paper, we propose ST AIRS, a time and energy
efﬁcient collision resolution mechanism for wireless sensor networks. STAIRS incorporates the constructive interference technique in its design and explicitly forms superimposed colliding
signals. Through extensive observations and theoretical analysis,
we show that the RSSI of the superimposed signals exhibit stairslike phenomenon with different number of contenders. That
principle offers an attractive feature to efﬁciently distinguish
multiple contenders and in turn makes collision-free schedules for
channel access. In the design and implementation of STAIRS, we
address practical challenges such as contenders alignment, online
detection of RSSI change points, and fast channel assignment.
The experiments on real testbed show that STARIS realizes fast
and effective collision resolution, which signiﬁcantly improves the
network performance in terms of both latency and throughput.

I. I NTRODUCTION
When multiple nodes intend to transmit packets simultaneously in the shared medium, collision happens. Unexpected
collisions hurt the utilization of wireless channels, waste
communication resources, and degrade network throughput.
The collision problem becomes even more serious in the
context of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Being energy
constrained, most WSNs employ low duty cycles [1]–[3]. For
the purpose of saving energy, sensor nodes try to keep their
radio off as much as possible, which squeezes the available
time for packet transmissions among the nodes and potentially
leads to collisions. In WSNs for event detection, e.g., [4], the
unpredictable busty trafﬁc caused by event occurrences further
enlarges the chance of collisions.
A number of MAC (Medium Access Control) protocols
(e.g. XMAC [5], LPL [6], RIMAC [7], AMAC [8]) are
proposed to deal with collisions for WSNs. Most of those
proposals basically follow the mechanism of CSMA/CA. A
node senses the channel before transmission and takes random
backoff in case of collision. The length of a random backoff
window is designed to be exponentially increased to avoid secondary collision. The analysis in [9] shows that CSMA-based
approaches can achieve acceptable performance in general
wireless networks. Nevertheless, the performance may suffer
serious degradation in duty cycled WSNs, especially when the
network operates in uncoordinated manner with unpredictable
burst trafﬁc.
c
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Coordination among the nodes is a helpful mechanism
to avoid repeated collisions. For example, RI-MAC [7] is
a receiver-initiated MAC protocol for WSNs. If collision
occurs, a receiver requests multiple senders to backoff with an
exponentially increasing backoff window. But that inevitably
incurs large delivery latency and energy consumption. To
alleviate the drawbacks of exponential backoff, the authors
in [10] propose Strawman, a collision-driven channel arbitration algorithm. By analyzing the temporal characteristics
of the colliding signals from multiple concurrent senders,
Strawman authorizes the sender with longest straw to access
the channel. The identiﬁcation and collision resolution process,
however, is time-consuming and inefﬁcient with respect to
energy cost, as at most one sender can be identiﬁed and win
the channel access in each round. Besides, the control packets
for resolving collisions have to be longer than normal and
likely interfere with other packet transmissions, which further
limits the network throughput.
In order to address the above issues, in this paper we
propose STAIRS, a time and energy efﬁcient collision resolution approach for WSNs. We incorporate the Constructive
Interference (CI) technique in the design of STAIRS. The
basic idea is based on our observations that the Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) value of multiple superimposed signals with different packet lengths exhibits a stairslike pattern (refer to Fig. 1). Along with the change in the
number of contenders, one can see clearly jump-downs of the
RSSI value, which offers an attractive feature to distinguish
multiple contenders in one round. We mainly address two
key challenges in the design of STAIRS: (1) The CI requires
stringent clock synchronization to function well. Though synchronization is a basic element in many WSNs and has many
existing solutions, tight synchronization is energy consuming
because it involves frequent control message exchanges. (2)
Due to the environmental noise, the measured RSSI is unstable
with frequent ﬂuctuations, which tampers with identiﬁcation
of RSSI stairs. To overcome this problem, one can adopt the
online Change Point Detection algorithm (CUSUM) with high
detection accuracy and robustness against outliers. However,
it is computation-intensive and not suitable for resourceconstrained WSNs. In our design, we implement the ACKtriggered synchronization mechanism and tailor the CUSUM
algorithm. In summary, our contributions are as follows:
• We identify the stairs-like RSSI phenomenon of superimposed colliding signals through observations and present
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II. RSSI C HARACTERIZATION WITH C ONSTRUCTIVE
I NTERFERENCE
In this section, we ﬁrst brieﬂy introduce Constructive Interference (CI) [11]. And then we provide an observation of
the RSSI enhancement under CI followed by the theoretical
model about this observation. At last, we discuss the potential
applications in the context of collision resolution with this
observation.
A. Constructive Interference
Constructive Interference has received much attention in
recent studies, most of which focus on the preconditions of
generating CI, so as to the original data can be correctly reconstructed from corrupted data with higher probability. Given
one communication system, such conditions are heavily dependent on the modulation scheme used in the physical layer. For
example, IEEE802.15.4 standard involving speciﬁcations of
physical layer and media access control for resource-limited
WSNs employs an offset quadrature phase-shift keying (OQPSK) modulation scheme [12] in the physical level. And
its corresponding requirements for CI are summarized by
Glossy [11] in two aspects: (1) all transmitters should send
packets with identical contents; (2) the phase displacement
of multiple signals must be less than 0.5 μs. Well satisﬁed
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the corresponding theoretical foundation. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work that explores such a
principle and applies it in collision resolution.
• We design the STAIRS protocol and address practical
challenges in achieving the collision resolution ability.
Speciﬁcally, we devise a light-weight time control module
to guarantee synchronized transmission among multiple
senders, so as to satisfy the ﬁrst prerequisite of generating CI signals. Second, we propose a modiﬁed Change
Point Detection algorithm to improve the accuracy and
robustness of detecting the falling down edges of RSSI
in noisy environments.
• We formulate the channel assignment problem in collision resolution with STAIRS into a Ball and Bin problem
and theoretically analyze the achievable performance in
comparison with CSMA. We then implement STAIRS on
real sensor platforms and carry out extensive experiments
for performance evaluation. The results demonstrate STAIRS has great advantages over the existing approaches
in terms of latency and throughput. In particular, in comparison with its paralleled method Strawman, STAIRS
offers up to 70% latency reduction and 50% throughput
improvement in the multi-hop communication scenario.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we introduce the basic observation and its theoretical principle for the RSSI pattern under constructive interference.
Section III presents the design of STAIRS based on the RSSI
pattern. In Section IV, we analyze the efﬁciency of STAIRS
from an efﬁciency model. Section V shows the performance
of STAIRS in both testbed environment and in a large-scale
simulation. The related work is presented in Section VI and
we conclude this paper in Section VII.
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Fig. 1. RSSI values observed at the receiver side when k senders simultaneously transmit packets with identical content to the receiver. We ﬁnd that
RSSI value is enhanced when the number of concurrent senders increases. A
new sender joins in transmitting every 100 ms.

these conditions, CI technique can be used to alleviate the
ACK storm problem [13], reduce the transmission latency and
improve network ﬂooding performance [14], [11] and [15] to
name just a few. Instead of improving packet reception ratio,
alternatively, in this paper we try to explore the other inherent
feature of superposed signals under CI and we wish to apply
such features in the context of collision resolution.
B. RSSI Observations under CI
In telecommunications, as we know, RSSI is widely used
to measure the power level of received signals by the antenna.
Apparently, the superposition of multiple signals with identical
waveform might exhibit some interesting features. To this
end, we conduct an experiment to a receiver and observe the
RSSI trend of signals under CI with k(k = 2, 3, · · · ) transmitters. For simplicity, we use CI(k) to denote k superposed
CI signals1 . Note that CI(k) is generated through k senders
simultaneously transmitting identical packets to a common
receiver, satisfying the above mentioned two CI conditions
for IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The RSSI value sampled on
the receiver side is shown in Fig. 1. We ﬁnd in this ﬁgure
that the RSSI value sampled at receiver side demonstrates an
interesting trend with the increase of number of concurrently
transmitting senders. The RSSI of 5 senders’ signal is stronger
than the value of a single signal, which means that RSSI
enhances with signal superposition. Furthermore, each newly
joined signal will contribute the increase of RSSI of the
superposed signal.
C. RSSI Pattern Analysis under CI
To justify our preliminary observations, we derive the theoretical results of RSSI value of CI(k) as shown by Proposition
1. In the following analysis, we use RSSICI(k) to represent
the RSSI value of k superposed signals under CI.
Proposition 1. Given the superposed signal CI(k) under CI,
let A = {Ai }ki=1 be the amplitude set and B = {τi }ki=1 denote
the phase offset set with respect to the ﬁrst signal generated
1 The CI signals we discuss thorough this paper is based on IEEE 802.15.4
standard.
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by transmitter i = 1. Consider one IEEE802.15.4 standard
based communication system, RSSICI(k) is equal to
 k


RSSICI(k) = 20 log
Ai cos(ωc τi ) ,
i=1

where ωc is a constant and τ1 = 0.
Proof: We start our proof by analyzing the temporal
domain waveform of signals, i.e., data chips after O-QPSK
modulation. According to [16], the temporal-waveform (say:
Si (t)) of a PHY layer frame associated with transmitter i is
represented as
Si (t) = I(t) sin ωc t − Q(t) cos ωc t,
where I(t) is the even-indexed chips modulated onto in-phase
carrier (I) and Q(t) is the odd-indexed chips modulated onto
quadrature-phase carrier (Q).
As the condition of CI is concurrently transmitting packets
with identical content, this means the waveform will be
identical as well. The phase offset of the k − 1 signals with
respect to the ﬁrst signal might be different. It is therefore that
the waveform of the ﬁnal superposed signal CI(k) in temporal
domain is given by
CIk (t) =

k


D. Application for Collision Resolution
All above observations motive us to build a CI(k) with k
senders transmitting identical content simultaneously, yet with
varying lengths. As a result, the sampled RSSI value on the
receiver side behaves coarsely like stairs, and each falling
edge in the stairs represents an end of data transmission.
Consequently, the number of potential senders can be obtained
by counting the number of falling edges and these senders can
even be identiﬁed by the lengths of their transmitted packets.
This intentionally generated stair pattern of RSSI provides a
helpful tool for collision resolution. The novelty of this stairlike pattern makes it possible to determine the channel access
order among all senders in just one operational cycle, thus
signiﬁcantly reducing the overhead. In the following, we offer
the design of this collision resolution mechanism based on the
stairs behavior of RSSI, which is refereed to as STAIRS for
simplicity.
III. D ESIGN OF STAIRS
In this section, we present the design of STAIRS, one
collision resolution scheme based on the RSSI enhancement
phenomenon. We next discuss its critical challenges in real
network system and give our solutions.
A. Protocol Overview

Ai Si (t − τi ), with τ1 = 0,

i=1

On the receiver side, after demodulation, the waveforms at
critical time points (e.g., peaks and valleys on the waveform)
will be enhanced. The power gain, denoted as Pk , with respect
to the ﬁrst signal e.g., S1 (t) is given by
 k
2

Pk =
Ai cos(ωc τi ) ,
(1)
i=1

For CC2420, an IEEE 802.15.4 compliant transceiver, RSSI
is deﬁned as log transformation of the received signal power,
thus RSSICI(k) is given by
RSSICI(k) = 10 log Pk

(2)

Substituting Equ. (1) into Equ. (2), we get
 k


RSSICI(k) = 20 log
Ai cos(ωc τi ) .
i=1

Thus we complete our proof.
The above propositions states the theoretical characterization of RSSI pattern of multiple superposed CI signals in a
speciﬁc communication system. However, as mentioned above,
the reason for these phenomena is the DSSS modulation
scheme. Therefore, these results are applicable to many other
types of network system as well. For example, it can be
extended in 802.11 b/g networks with DSSS modulations.
Despite of lacking of practical consideration, e.g., we assume
identical amplitudes for all senders, the analyzed results can
match our previous observations, as shown by Fig. 1.

STAIRS is one complementary component of current MAC
protocols, with the goal of resolving collision quickly and
efﬁciently, especially for low power sensor networks with duty
cycle mode. STAIRS is collision-driven, and will be executed
in presence of collisions.
A visual representation of STAIRS is summarized in Fig. 2.
There are in total four phases in STAIRS. Collision detection
is the ﬁrst phase. Upon collision is detected, a Contention
Request (CR) packet is broadcasted by the receiver. Here, CR
serves as an announcement for the failure of previous data
transmission and also triggers the start of STAIRS.
In phase 2, all potential senders that have data for the
receiver (i.e., source address of CR) immediately contend
for the channel by sending one Contention Packet (CP) with
random length, yet with identical payload. In addition, CP
packets from multiple senders are required to be aligned at
receiver side, so as to guarantee the RSSI pattern of stairs.
The receiver then measures the value of RSSI and estimates
all possible lengths of CP through examining the falling
edges of RSSI value. Note that in this process, the carrier
sensing function in CSMA is disabled to enable the concurrent
transmissions of CP [17].
In phase 3, STAIRS switches into the schedule phase.
In particular, the receiver sends one Schedule Packet (SP)
including one estimated CP length. And any sender whose
CP length equals to the length carried in the SP packet wins
the channel access.
In phase 4, the winner transmits a data packet to the receiver
and then it is acknowledged by an ACK from the receiver
if the transmission is successful. Similarly, this ACK has
two functions. First, it is to conﬁrm the correct receipt of
the previous data transmission. Second, it is used to invite
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Fig. 2. Workﬂow of STAIRS. It mainly consists of collision detection,
contention, schedule and data transmission phases.

another new sender that is identiﬁed in the contention phase
to transmit. In this way, all the senders that are identiﬁed in the
contention phase will have chances to transmit their packets.
When all detected senders ﬁnish transmission in this round,
the receiver uses another CR for a new round of contention.
This CR is not only used to conﬁrm the last data packet, but
also to notify the end of this round and the start of a new
round.
Note that there are two problems to be pointed out in
STAIRS. The ﬁrst problem is that data collision might occur in
the data transmission phase when more than one sender choose
the same length of CP. In this condition, multiple senders will
transmit at the same time, which causes collisions. Another
problem is that there are false positives, i.e., false falling
edges, in the detection. These false edges are from two aspects.
First, the ﬂuctuations of RSSI in measurement may contribute
to the false falling edges. Second, external interference, e.g.,
interference from 802.11 Wiﬁ networks may generate some
falling edges. Either cases mislead the receiver to detect the
actual existence of potential senders. In Section IV, we give
deep analysis to the inﬂuence from the above two problems
and talk about the solutions in the design of STAIRS.
The design of STAIRS faces two challenges. First, the
CP packets of senders should be well aligned to meet the
requirement of CI, i.e., the offset is no more than 0.5 μs.
The second challenge is as mentioned above, receiver needs to
accurately detect the falling edges to estimate the number and
IDs (the length of their CP packets) of senders. This is highly
non-trivial due to the unpredictable physical environmental
noise (e.g., interference from other wireless activities). We
discuss our solutions to the above challenges in the following
sections in detail.
B. Alignment of CP Packets
Recall that STAIRS is built on the CI technique. As
we mentioned above, the success of CI needs strict clock
synchronization. Although such requirement is an essential
feature of many sensor networks, tight synchronization is
energy consuming because it needs frequent control message
exchanges. More importantly, their synchronization accuracy
can only be several micro-seconds, which doesn’t satisfy the
CI requirement.
To meet this precondition of CI, we require that CP packets
should be transmitted as quickly as possible after the CR
packet is received. Before the transmission of CP, the time
duration can be divided into two parts: (1) the propagation
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Fig. 3. The illustration for CP packet alignment. We parallelize the receiving
process from antenna to RX buffer and the process of reading from RX buffer
to MCU memory. Besides, we set a uniﬁed delay from the end of reception
to the start of CP transmission.

time of broadcasting CR, and (2) the time of receiving CR.
Compared with (2), propagation time is negligible due to the
high propagation speed of wireless signal.
Before discussing the second time span, we revisit the
complete data reception process of CC2420, one widely used
IEEE 802.15.4 compliant RF transceiver. In general, this
process is done in two steps: packet temporary reception and
data buffer reading. Speciﬁcally, transceiver ﬁrst receives the
signal via the antenna and stores the received signal in a
temporary Rx buffer. After receiving the packet, the buffered
data is transferred to MCU memory through SPI. Thus the
reception time of CR consists of: (1) the duration of reading
CR packet from antenna to RX buffer and (2) the duration of
reading CR packet out of RX buffer to MCU memory.
Ideally, the above two processes are serial. However, we
observe that different primitive operations commands with
various delays are usually executed between them. This results
in the difference of CR receiving time and further affects the
synchronization of CP transmission. We therefore introduce
the pipelining technique to parallelize these two processes,
as shown by Fig. 3. Here, the packet temporary reception
denoted as SFD will be activated by the rising edge of SFD
pin. Then the data reading process is immediately started. Such
two process lasts for a while until the end of the receiving
packet. In this way, the time for data buffer reading could
be completely removed. Note that time duration for receiving
CR packet across senders is deterministic and identical, which
only depends on the length of the receiving packet. Therefore,
the instant of accomplishing CR reception can be well aligned.
Note that above techniques can synchronize the moment
of receiving CR across multiple senders. However, due to
the hardware internal interrupt, CP packets are not often
scheduled immediately. Instead, they defer for a short and
nondeterministic while, usually referred as software delays.
Here, our strategy is to let all senders wait for a ﬁxed while,
which is longer than the potential maximal software delay,
so that the start point of CP packets can be well aligned. We
thus achieve the goal of simultaneously scheduling CP packets
from multiple senders.
C. Falling Edges Detection
As mentioned, the key idea of STAIRS is to estimate the
lengths of intentionally collided CP packets to arbitrate the
channel access order. Due to the stairs-behavior of RSSI, the
receiver is capable of computing the time duration between
two adjacent falling edges, which is an indication of CP length.

In this subsection, we introduce one efﬁcient approach to
estimate the location of falling edges.
In a sense, the problem of detecting falling edges falls in
the same category of change point detection (also known as
edge or jump detection) which has been extensively studied
in statistics and signal processing. And numerous studies have
done to develop various algorithms to effectively determine the
change point for one discrete signal or a group of sequence
data, see e.g., [18] for a nice summary. These are generally
classiﬁed into online and ofﬂine. Obviously, the online version
might be more attractive for our speciﬁc application.
In our real implementation, we choose the classical online
change point detection algorithm called CUSUM method [19].
The reason we consider CUSUM is due to its detection
accuracy and robustness against outliers. However, CUSUM
involves intensive recursion and its computation complexity
will increase as the number of data points grows. In addition,
the receiver has no prior knowledge about the CP length. To
effectively capture the falling edges, the receiver is required to
frequently sample the underlying RSSI. These might impose
a huge challenge to the resource-limited sensor nodes.
To reduce the overhead in computation and diminish the
chances of false positives, we set the length of CP to be on the
granularity of ΔL bytes, e.g., ΔL = 10 in our implementation.
By doing so, the RSSI sampling frequency and computation
complexity of CUSUM could be signiﬁcantly reduced without
sacriﬁcing the detection performance. In the evaluation part,
we experimentally verify the efﬁciency of this solution.
D. Discussions
1) Robustness to Hidden Terminals: We claim that STAIRS
has the robustness against the hidden terminal problem in
wireless networks. Hidden terminals may cause packet collision when the senders without sensing the existence of each
other transmit concurrently. However, in STAIRS, senders are
explicitly contending for the channel, their transmission order
is totally decided by the contending result. Therefore this
receiver-initiated transmission mode in STAIRS can efﬁciently
overcome the problem of hidden terminals.
2) Fairness: STARIS also does well in fairness. Fairness
lies in the fact that senders randomly choose the lengths of
their CP packets. As a result, the transmission orders for
senders are different in each round. In a long run, senders
evenly share the channel to the receiver.
3) Limitations: As a protocol for collision resolution, STAIRS has some limitations to be stated. First, it is better
to apply STAIRS in scenarios with high node density and
intensive trafﬁc. In these situations, collisions happen frequently. While in sparse and low data rate networks, we observe
that advantages of STAIRS diminish and CSMA backoff
mechanism demonstrates efﬁciency in its simplicity. Second,
because carrier sensing is disabled in STAIRS, transmission
is vulnerable to external interference, e.g., interference from
802.11 networks. These external interferences may generate
false falling edges that affect the efﬁciency of STAIRS.
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IV. E FFICIENCY A NALYSIS
In this section, we give theoretical analysis about the efﬁciency of resolving collision with STAIRS. For convenience,
we divide time into a series of slots. In 802.15.4 networks, for
example, a slot is the duration of transmission of one byte. A
packet duration can be composed of multiple slots.
The efﬁciency of collision resolution in STAIRS is dependent on the detection accuracy of falling edges and the
subsequent data transmissions. Both the case when multiple
senders choose CP packets with the same length and the
case when false falling edges are detected affect the collision
resolution efﬁciency. Suppose the total number of senders
is N , and the maximum length for the CP packet is L.
If we set the step equal to ΔL, then the space for the
possible lengths of CP is S = {ΔL, 2ΔL, ...mΔL}, where
m = L/ΔL is the size of the space. The value of ΔL is a key
parameter here. As is discussed above, larger ΔL can decrease
the possibility of false positive, while resulting in a larger
possibility of collision. Therefore in the following content,
we try to formulate the efﬁciency of resolving collision as
a function of ΔL.
Given the N senders and the m possible lengths, this
problem is like a ball-and-bin game. Our objective is trying to
allocate the N balls into the m bins evenly such that for each
bin there is only one sender with high probability [20]. The
constrain is that we should use as less bins as possible. The
allocation of bins in the contention period directly relates to the
data transmission in the transmission period [21]. According
to the allocation of CP lengths to senders, we observe that
there are three possible schedules:
• Empty schedule: in which there is no sender transmitting.
This is caused by the false positives of falling edges
detected during the contention period.
• Success schedule: where there is exactly one sender
transmitting in the scheduled slots.
• Collision schedule: where more than one senders transmit
packets and collision happens.
Then we denote the possibilities for the above three schedules as Pi , Ps and Pc . And we further denote the possibility
for a sender to choose any of the m lengths as p = 1/m. So
we have:
Pi = α(1 − p)N
(3)
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where α is the possibility of false positives in the detection
process. The probability of success schedule is as follows:
(4)

and the probability of collision schedule is therefore:
Pc = 1 − P i − Ps

(5)
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where Tsp is the length of a SP packet. Besides the time cost
in data transmission and waiting, the time cost in contention
Tcont should also be counted and this time can be approximated as Ts . For a speciﬁc number of senders N , the efﬁciency
η can be represented based on the above formulas:
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where Ts is the average length of successfully transmitted
packets and Tc is the length of collided packets. We use Twait
to denote the time to wait in face of an empty schedule.
Equ. 7 reveals the efﬁciency of resolving collision in STAIRS is the ratio of data transmission time to the total time.
From another view the inverse of Equ. 7 is the average number
of rounds needed for all senders to ﬁnish their transmissions.
To calculate the optimal ΔL for a speciﬁc N , we can set the
derivative of Equ. 7 to 0, and thus optimal ΔL should be:
ΔLopt = arg max η

1

Time (ms)

(6)
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Then we can calculate the efﬁciency of STAIRS with the
above possibilities. The number of successfully transmitted
packets is Ns = mPs , the number of collided packets is Nc =
mPc and the number of empty schedules is Ni = mPi . Note
that before each schedule, a SP packet is needed, thus the
schedule overhead is:
Tsch = (Ns + Nc + Ni )Tsp

0.2
0.15

(8)

Fig. 4 plots the corresponding ΔLopt for N = 5, 10 and 20
respectively. In this ﬁgure, we set α = 1, i.e., in each empty
schedule, their is a falsely-detected falling edge and therefore
the ﬁgure gives a lower bound of the optimal efﬁciency η.
We can ﬁnd that for different N , the optimal ΔL is different.
Speciﬁcally, the step ΔL is 10 bytes when N = 5, it is 5
when N = 10, and it decreases to 2 when N = 20. Optimal
ΔL decreases with the increase of N .
V. I MPLEMENTATION AND E VALUATION
In this section, we introduce the evaluation of STAIRS in
both real testbed and large-scale simulation. We ﬁrst validate
the feasibility of STAIRS by examining the results of synchronization and detection accuracy of falling edges. Then we compare STAIRS with the state-of-the-art protocol Strawman [10]
on real testbed. Finally we extend the evaluation in a large
scale simulation environment for further analysis. The Clear
Channel Assessment (CCA) is set to −77 dBm and according
to the speciﬁcation of 802.15.4, each packet has a maximum
length of 128 bytes in which the payload is at most 110 bytes.

Fig. 5. Micro-benchmark evaluation of STAIRS. Fig. 5(a) shows the offset
of packet transmissions among senders and Fig. 5(b) gives the detection time
before and after CUSUM is revised.

A. Micro-Benchmark Evaluation
We ﬁrst evaluate the micro-benchmark performance of
STAIRS. Namely, we want to evaluate (1) how well the
mechanism in STAIRS can align senders’ packets, (2) what
is the cost in edge detection and (3) what is the accuracy of
edge detection.
1) Experiment Settings: We use six nodes in this experiment. 5 nodes transmit packets upon receiving the CR packet
form the receiver. Each sender randomly chooses the CP
packet length with ΔL = 10 bytes. We measure the time offset
among sender’ packets and record the time taken in detecting
the falling edges. Based on the ground truth, we calculate the
detection accuracy by dividing the actual number of senders
by the number of detected falling edges. We repeat the test
for 20 rounds and calculate the average values of the above
mentioned metrics.
2) Experiment Results: Fig. 5(a) shows the time offset of
ﬁve senders with respect to a reference node. We ﬁnd that
the mean value of offset among senders is very small, and
all the results are smaller than 0.5 μs, which is required by
the constructive interference. Fig. 5(b) shows the time cost in
detecting the falling edges. In this ﬁgure, we can see that the
detection time is dependent on the total number of senders.
Speciﬁcally, the time to detect one sender is only 2.5 ms
in average, while it increases to 12 ms when N = 5. This
is because the CUSUM detection algorithm need to perform
multiplication operations and it runs in an recursive way.
The revised CUSUM, i.e., S-CUSUM does better in detection
efﬁciency, with detection time decreased to 4 ms when N = 5.
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison with Strawman in a multi-hop-multi-ﬂow scenario. Fig. 6(a) shows the completion time. Fig. 6(b) depicts the overhead of
both protocols. In Fig. 6(c), sender duty cycles are shown and receiver duty cycles are compared in Fig. 6(d)

TABLE I
D ETECTION ACCURACY.
Accuracy (%)
Avg.
M in.
M ax.

D

N =1

N =2

N =3

N =4

N =5

C

98.2
87.3
100

85.0
71.5
95.0

89.8
69.4
93.8

90.3
70.3
90.3

84.7
71.7
94.7

B

A

The detection accuracy is shown in Tab. I. It is easy to ﬁnd
that detection accuracy is not directly related to the number
of senders. The general detection accuracy is around 90% for
all the 5 cases. We further verify and ﬁnd that the error of
detection accuracy is mainly from false edges caused by RSSI
ﬂuctuation and extern interference. Therefore it is desirable to
choose a proper ΔL.
B. Evaluation in a Multi-hop Network
The realistic WSNs always run in an multi-hop way for a
large sensing coverage, and data packets need to be relayed
by multiple relay nodes. Considering this property of WSNs,
we evaluate the performance of STAIRS on an indoor testbed.
We set the power level of RF chip to a low level such that
nodes can only communicate with the neighbors in one hop.
1) Experiment Settings: The testbed environment is shown
in Fig. 7. We use 20 TelosB nodes to form a multi-hopmulti-ﬂow network. In this network, each column of nodes
is a ﬂow, thus there are totally 4 ﬂows in this network. Each
row of nodes form a level within which senders have mutual
interference with each level. In each ﬂow, a packet need to be
transmitted over three hops from level A to level D. We imitate
a scenario of packet transmission from the bottom level, i.e.,
level A to the top level, i.e., level D in an multi-hop manner.
And each sender in the bottom transmits 10 packets. The wakeup period is set to 10 ms for both receiver and senders.
2) Evaluation Metrics: We compare STAIRS with Strawman protocol, a state-of-the-art protocol for collision resolution. In Strawman, senders explicitly contend and the
contention ends with a winner who has the longest contention
packet. The contention process goes on until all senders ﬁnish
transmissions. As a receiver-initiated protocol, Strawman is
thought to perform well in coping with collision. The metrics
in this multi-hop experiment are as follows:
• Completion time: total time used to transmit the packets
of level A to the top level D.

1

2

3
4
Flow Number

5

Fig. 7. The testbed environment.

Efﬁciency: here we consider efﬁciency by measuring
the overhead in collision resolution. Overhead mainly
consists of control overhead and the overhead incurred by
invalidation of protocols, e.g., the collision and waiting
time.
• Duty cycle: ratio of time when nodes are transmitting to
the total time.
3) Evaluation Results: Fig. 6(a) demonstrates the completion time of Strawman and STAIRS. We ﬁnd that in the multihop case, STAIRS completes transmission much faster than
Strawman does. Speciﬁcally, when there is only one ﬂow, i.e.,
there is no mutual interference from other nodes in other ﬂows,
the completion time for both Strawman and STAIRS is short.
With the increase of the number of ﬂows, though the completion time of Strawman and STAIRS both increase, STAIRS
increases more slowly than Strawman does. This demonstrates
STAIRS’s efﬁciency in scheduling transmissions, especially in
networks with high node density.
Fig. 6(b) shows the efﬁciency comparison. As contention
becomes more serious with the increase of ﬂow number,
Strawman suffers from the serious contention. The incurred
overhead increases to about 20% when ﬂow number is 4. That
is because Strawman can only schedule one sender in each
round. On the contrary, STAIRS shows an opposite trend. The
overhead of protocol decreases with the increase of number of
ﬂows. The reason is that STAIRS is able to schedule almost all
the senders in only one round. STAIRS becomes more efﬁcient
when there are more contending senders as the constant
overhead is amortized to the subsequent transmissions.
Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d) show the duty cycle on sender and
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Fig. 8. Throughput comparison, pkt size = 50.

receiver side. We ﬁnd that the sender duty cycle increases
with the growing of number of ﬂows for both STAIRS and
Strawman. The same trend appears also in receiver duty cycle.
The increase of duty cycle is due to the fact that nodes spend
more time in handling collisions when there are more ﬂows.
Though nodes have more time in wake-up mode when ﬂow
number increases, it is apparent that STAIRS has relatively
smaller duty cycles on both receiver and sender side compared
with Strawman. The essential reason is that STAIRS has higher
efﬁciency in collision resolution than Strawman does.
C. Large-scale Simulation
To test the performance of STAIRS in large scale networks,
we conduct a simulation based on the model in Section IV.
Here we also simulate the performance of linear backoff
(Backoff-L) and exponential backoff (Backoff-E) mechanism
that are adopted in CSMA protocols. Moreover, as mentioned
in Section III, we claim there is a tradeoff between backoff
mechanism and STAIRS. In this simulation based evaluation,
we want to quantify this tradeoff.
1) Simulation Settings: We simulate a network which is
one-hop. In this network, there is a receiver and up to 50
senders around the receiver. We set the power of nodes large
enough such that nodes have mutual interference with each
other. In other words, up to 50 senders contend the channel
to the receiver. Based on these settings, we respectively
simulate the performance of linear backoff and exponential
backoff based protocols in 802.15.4 networks and compare
their performance with STAIRS.
The simulation tool we used is MATLAB R2012a, considering this simple network topology. The parameter settings are
summarized in Tab. II. In this table, P hyRate represents the
effective data rate in physical layer. InitCW and M axCW
are the initial and maximum size of the contention window.
Besides the settings mentioned in Tab. II, we apply a poisson
distribution for the packet arrival time. Average packet size
is set to 50 and 100 bytes respectively considering the effect
from packet lengths [22]. Based on all the settings above, we
record total time spent in transmitting 1000 packets to get the
ﬁnal throughput. The ﬁnal results are plotted in Fig. 8 and
Fig. 9.
2) Results: Fig. 8 plots the throughput comparison with
packet size equal to 50. We can ﬁnd that when number of

Normalized Throughput (%)

Normalized Throughput (%)
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS SETTINGS .

P hyRate(bps)
SlotT ime(us)
InitCW (slots)
M axCW (slots)
DIF S(us)
SIF S(us)

Backof f − L

Backof f − E

STAIRS

256k
32
5
32
-

11M
9
10
64
34
16

256k
32
5
32
-

senders is small, performance of both linear and exponential
backoff are good. Especially when N = 1, i.e., there is no
collision, backoff mechanisms have higher throughput than
STAIRS does. However, when N exceeds 3, the throughput
of backoff mechanisms degrades with the increase of number
of senders. On the contrary, STAIRS has signiﬁcantly larger
throughput with large number of senders. In the case where
packet size is 100 as shown in Fig. 9, we can ﬁnd the same
trend. A remarkable difference is that the critical point occurs
when N = 5. The advantages of STAIRS is that it is able to
efﬁciently resolve collision based on the delicate contention
mechanism without incurring the overhead of backoff.
VI. R ELATED WORK
Collision resolution receives extensive attention and is tackled from various aspects in the literature. Researchers have
proposed a lot of protocols and mechanisms across different
network layers. Here we have a brief discussion about the
existing proposals and summarize them in the following four
classes:
Carrier sensing and backoff. Most existing work resolves
collisions in the MAC layer. MAC layer protocols, such
as receiver-initiated RI-MAC [7], A-MAC [13], and senderinitiated B-MAC [1] and X-MAC [5] all exploit basic carrier
sensing to guarantee that in a speciﬁc time slot there should be
no more than one sender transmitting, the other senders need
to perform random backoff to avoid collision. The limitation
of those protocols is that they work well only in the situation
where the number of senders is limited. When the number of
senders increases, the efﬁciency of backoff-based mechanisms
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degrades, because backoff incurs signiﬁcant overhead to avoid
collisions.
Schedule-based protocols. Another thread of MAC layer
protocols focus on scheduling senders to eliminate collisions.
TCF [23] gets rid of contention overhead of CSMA by allocating the channel resource dynamically. ZMAC [24] proposes
a hybrid protocol that combines CSMA and TDMA to be
adaptive to varying trafﬁc load. However, at the cost of remarkable overhead incurred by synchronization and coordination,
those protocols have limited applicability in large-scale sensor
networks.
Collision resolution via explicit contention. Some other
protocols tackle the collision problem by explicit contention.
Strawman [10] proposes a new contention mechanism of drawing straws. The winner of contention is determined according
to the length of the contention packets senders send. This
guarantees that there is always a node granted to access the
channel, which provides the ability for collision resolution.
But the extra overhead in conduct contention is considerable
as each round of contention can only support one packet
transmission. On the other hand, some papers utilize PHY
layer information to enable efﬁcient contention. BACK2F [25]
leverages OFDM sub-carriers and transfers channel contention
from the time domain to the frequency domain. In this way,
senders can be identiﬁed and thus batched transmissions without collision become possible. Unfortunately, these protocols
require modiﬁcation to the PHY layer thus they are difﬁcult
to be used in practice [26].
STAIRS is also working along the idea of explicit contention, yet needs little modiﬁcation on the MAC layer and
PHY layer and therefore it can be directly used on off-theshelf hardware. We believe that STAIRS is a departure from
the established ideas.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper proposes STAIRS, an efﬁcient collision resolution mechanism for WSNs. We ﬁrst present solid analysis
about the phenomenon of RSSI enhancement of multiple concurrent senders under constructive interference. Based on this
observation, we design a protocol with explicit contention for
collision resolution. We evaluate the performance of STAIRS
in both multi-hop-multi-ﬂow scenario and in large-scale simulation. Results show that STAIRS has higher efﬁciency in
collision resolution, especially in networks with high node
density and intensive trafﬁc. Several issues are left for future
study. First, we plan to explore deeper about the relationship
between RSSI and the number of senders under constructive
interference. Second, we will make this protocol applicable
to a variety of scenarios with different system settings and
deployments. We also plan to port the current implementation
of STAIRS to 802.11 networks with different modulation
schemes.
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